
Immobilizer Function

Keyless Function

LOCK Button
UNLOCK Button

-10~＋60　degree C Keyless

Weight

User's Manual

Transmitter is carried by the owner of the vehicle.
It performs transmission through RF antenna to tuner, vehicle performs
actions according to the signal.

　Unit Assy Immobi&Keyless communicates with the transponder in the
hand unit  when the user inserts the hand unit in the key cylinder, and it
rotates

Product name : TRANSMITTER ASSY KEYLESS

Type : TWB1G0076

When the user pushes LOCK and UNLOCK button of HAND UNIT, the
RF electric wave is output, and TUNER　receives it, and an open lock,
the close lock of the door, and the signal of the trunk opening are output.

0.044kg

Operating temperature
range

Operation of frequency 433.92MHz

Operation Voltage typ. 3.0V / max 3.3V
Battery Lithium battery CR2032

HAND UNIT UNIT ASSY IMMOBI



■CAUTION■

-CAUTION - Danger of explosion if battery is incorrectly replaced.
                      Replace only with the same or equivalent type
-CAUTION - Do not exposed to excessive heat such as sunshine, fire or the like.

・Give a shock.
・Get it wet. If it got wet, wipe and dry up.
・Disassembly and modification.

frequency band(s) in which the radio equipment operates; 433.92MHz.
maximum radio-frequency power transmitted in the frequency band(s) in
which the radio equipment operates; 85dBuV/m@3m(ASK Peak value)

Importer name：Enter the information at the customer when creating the
sales manual.
Importer trademark or registered trademark mark：Enter the information
at the customer when creating the sales manual.
Importer's address：Enter the information at the customer when creating
the sales manual.

Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party
responsible for compliance could void the user’s authority to operate the

 This device complies with Part 15 of FCC Rules and RSS-Gen of IC
Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) this device
may not cause interference, and (2) this device must accept any
interference, including interference that may cause undesired operation
of this device.

FCC WARNING

   Please DO NOT the following. Engine is not started by failure of
electronic parts. (Product can not receive the signal correctly)

   Pay attention to the following.
・It may not be operated when using the equipment of the same
frequency band in the vicinity.

This symbol is intended to alert the user to the 
presence 
of important operating and maintenance (servicing)  

WARNING
Do not ingest the battery, Chemical Burn Hazard

(The remote control supplied with) This product contains a 
coin/button cell  battery. If the coin/button cell battery is 
swallowed, it can cause severe  internal burns in just 2 

hours and can lead to death.

Keep new and used batteries away from children.
If the battery compartment does not close securely, stop 

using the product  and keep it away from children.
If you think batteries might have been swallowed or placed 


